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1 4

2 Action plan 5
Date Status
15.Dec Done
16.Dec Done
3.Jan Done
6.Jan Done
9.Jan Done
7.Feb Done
14.Feb Done
22.Feb Done
4.Mar Done
25.Apr Done

3 6

7Implementation, follow up and lessons learned

Follow up                                 Education , Follow up 
What change can we make that will result in improvement? (5 Why's/Fishbone diagram & change ideas)

No                          Yes

Project team: Hrafnhildur Gunnarsdóttir, Ívar Sævarsson, Jóhann Rún Rúnarsdóttir and Davíð O. Arnar

Results (Run Chart)

PDSA 1 start using the paper Team

        Cardioversion

Title: Improvement of cardioversions for residents in Hjartagátt

 Meaures (How will we know a change is an improvement?) (list measures)

What process(es) are we trying to improve? (process map)

Outpatient cardioversions, using shocks to restore regular heart rhythm, are performed approximately 20 times each week by residents 
at Hjartagátt. The process is time consuming for doctors and may put patients at risk of complications such as stroke or fatal 
arrythmias, mainly because of the lack of standardized protocol for patient preparation, for the procedure itself and documentation. Our 
aim is to standardize the preparation, the procedure and documentation and decrease the time used on each cardioversion by 20% 
from the baseline (26 minutes per patient) before 1. April 2023. This will be attempted by introducing a standardized protocol with clear 
instructions, and a standardized text for documentation.

Time spent working on cardioversions will be measured and used as an process measure. We could 
have measured how often the number of shocks given, or how often the potassium level was 
documented, but due to the short time scale this wasnt feasable

Hrafnhildur Gunnarsdóttir, Ívar Sævarsson og Jóhanna Rúnarsdóttir

By whomAction
Team

Introduce PDSA 2 and continue to make measurements
Contact HUT and put Flýtitexti in the Sögukerfi as a standard
Calculate results and set up run chart Team

Process map and fish bone analysis

Introduce the paper to residents in Hjartaklasi 
Start measuring baseline time

Write the "Flýtitexti" and get approved by team manager

Meeting with team manager HG
Drafting the instruction paper for PDSA1 Team

JRR
Team

Team
Team
ÍS

Patient in A.fib. / A. flutter

Referral to Hjartagátt

preperation

Send home, re-book 
patient

Sinus rhytm

Ekkert verklag til 
staðar varðandi 
undirbúning, 
inggrip og 
skráningu inngrips

Patient
Sjúklingur fær 
misvísandi leiðbeiningar 
eftir rafvendingu

Starfsmenn
Nýir sérnámslæknar fá ekki 
handleiðslu varðandi 
mikilvæga þætti varðandi 
hvað þarf til að gera 

Búnaður
Leiðbeiningum á stuðtæki 
ábótavant

Skráning
Ekkert staðlað skráningarform til í 
tölvukerfi

Verklag
Vantar aðgengilegt staðlað 
verklag á deild

-Öryggis sjúklinga er 
ógnað ef 
undirbúningur er ekki 
réttur
-Eykur óörygi 
sérnámslækna
-Ábótavant 
upplýsingarflæði til 
sjúklinga eftir 
rafvendingu
-Tímafrek skráning
-Mismunandi skráðar í 

Ef breyta á verklagi lækna og skráningu þá þarf að kynna það mjög vel og gefa mjög skýr fyrirmæli. Öll framkvæmd var aðeins tímafrekari en við áttum 
von á. Við þurftum að skoða í hverri viku hver væri að sinna rafvendingum og minna viðkomandi á nýja verklagið. Það gekk mjög vel að fá 
sérnámslækna til að taka þátt og fylgja verklaginu, almenn ánægja var með skýrt verklag og fólk sá fljótt að þetta sparaði tíma. Við áttuðum okkur á að 
staðlað verklag skiptir gríðarlegu máli - sparar tíma, eykur öryggi starfsmanna og sjúklinga. Við stefnum á að halda áfram með þetta nýja verklag -
Munum biðja deildarstjóra á Hjartagátt að útvega eyðublaðið fyrir sérnámslækni á Hjartagátt hverju sinni þar sem mun einnig koma fram ábending um 

Baseline median time per 
patient was 25,7 min. 
After introduction of the 
paper as PDSA 1 the time 
dropped to 20,2. Then 
after introduction of 
flýtitexti as PDSA 2 it 
dropped ever further to 
16,7. Which is a 35% 
decrease in median time. 
This is a statis

Hover over or click on this icon to see feedback from the QI trainer.

amelia
Sticky Note
Clear aim statement – it is SMART and fulfills most other criteria i.e. explains the problem, not too technical and easy for anyone to understand.The aim statement could be refined further. It should be more concise and should not include the interventions you plan to implement.E.g. Outpatient cardioversions, using shocks to restore regular heart rhythm, are performed approximately 20 times each week by residents at Hjartagátt. The process involves may steps and when done incorrectly, is time consuming for doctors and may result in rebookings or put patients at risk of complications such as stroke or fatal arrythmias mainly because of the lack of standardized protocol for patient preparation, for the procedure itself and documentation. Our aim is to standardize the preparation, the procedure and documentation and decrease the time used on each cardioversion by 20% from the baseline (26 minutes to 20 minutes per patient) before 1. April 2023. This will be attempted by introducing a standardized protocol with clear instructions, and a standardized text for documentation.

amelia
Sticky Note
Correct use of a process map.

amelia
Sticky Note
Correct use of a fishbone analysis, however it could have been more detailed and demonstrated that you had dug deeper into the problem. It should have incorporated a 5-why’s analysis.For example, under documentation you wrote “no standardised forms”. But why is that? Or lack of easily accessible instructions for the cardioverter. Why? The fishbone analysis should paint a richer picture of the causes of the problem. See the example from the teaching slides from workshop 1 – notice all the arrows pointing to culture and interruptions? They demonstrate how a 5-why’s analysis is used within a fishbone analysis. They demonstrate that the analyst had asked “but why?”.

amelia
Sticky Note
Appropriate measures used and considered.It would have been ideal to have included one more measure e.g. how often the potassium level was documented. This would have been a good measure of standardisation. Time is a good measure too, but when used alone, it doesn’t give the full picture. Just because you have taken less time to do something doesn’t necessarily mean that you have improved quality of the work. This is why for QI projects, we always recommend measuring more than 1 thing.

amelia
Sticky Note
Correct use and interpretation of a Run Chart.

amelia
Sticky Note
A good description and meaningful reflection of lessons learned and follow up.

amelia
Stamp




